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by a quantitative analysis of the product. Such an analysis has
not been made upon any of the skins or hides of the defendant (it
hIlS. not produced any); but upon hides or skins subjected to such
tests after treatment in the first bath, such as is used in defend-
ant's process, it is clearly shown that the addition of the sulphate
of alumina to the bath does not prevent the thorough absorption
by the hide or skin of the bichromate of potash; the proportion of
chromic oxide to alumina taken up being as over 7 to 1. It is also
found that by subjecting this skin so treated to the second bath
used by the defendant, which is the same as that used by the com-
plainant, the result is a chrome·tanned leather differing from .that
produced by the complainant's process only in that the presence of
a small per cent. of aluminum renders it more soluble. That the
result attained by the defendant's first bath at least partakes of the
nature of a chrome-tawed hide, rather than that of an alum-tawed
hide, is further evidenced by the fact that when an alum-tawed hide
is subjected to the second bath, evolving sulphurous acid, it returns
to its natural state of raw hide, instead of becoming leather, as
does the chrome-tawed hide. It mav be that in the first bath both
the sulphate of alumina and the bichromate of potash act inde-
pendently upon the hide, and that the skin first takes up, by reason
of its greater affinity therefor, the alumina salt, and afterwards the
chrome salt; but, if this be so, it is evident that the alumina salt
is practically displaced, and the skin so saturated with bichromate
of potash, that, after subjection to the second bath, evolving sulphu-
rous acid, it becomes chrome-tawed leather. The defendant "does
not use the process any the less because he uses something in addi-
tion to the process." Lalance & Grosjean Mfg. Co. v. Habermann
Mfg. Co., 53 Fed. 380. Infringement is not averted by a mere addi-
tion to the patented process. Tilghman v. Proctor, 102 U. S. 730.
We are of the opinion that the addition of the sulphate of alumina
by the defendant to the first bath in complainant's process is im-
material, and does not affect the result attained. The order grant-
ing the preliminary injunction will be affirmed, with costs.

BERRY v. WYNKOOP-HALLENBECK-CRAWFORD CO. et al.
(CircUit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit. January 7, 1898.)

No. 24.
PATENTS-INVENTION-SAFETY CHECKS.

The Berry patent, No. 268,988, for an improvement in safety checks or
other papers representing value, consisting in the use of marginal tables
of figures comprising one or more compound columns, each composed of
two or more simple columns of figures of different denominations, the sim-
ple columns being arranged out of line with and one below another, is void
for want of invention, in view of prior United States patent No. 163,462 to
E. Rezean Cook. 77 Fed. 833, affirmed.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the Southern
I>istrict of l{ork,
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The coJ1lplainant's bill In equIty In the circuit court for the Southern district
of New York alleged the infringement, by the defendants of letters patent
No. 268,988, dated December 12, 1882, and issued to Marcellus F. Berry, for
an improvement in checks or other papers representing value. This appeal
is from the decree of the circuit court, which dismissed the bill upon the
ground of the invalidity of the patent for want of invention. 77 Fed. 833. '
W. Laird Goldsborough and Edwin N. Brown, for appellant.
Wallace Macfarlane, U. S. Atty., and Robert Grier Monroe, Asat.

U. S. Atty., for appellees.
Before WALLACE, LACOMBE, and SHIPMAN, Circuit Judges.

SHIPMAN, Circuit Judge. The patentee, in his specification, de-
scribed the relation of his improvement to the preexisting art as fol·
lows:
"My invention is applicable to checks, certificates, and other papers which

are filled out for certain amounts of money, and which It is desired to prevent
being raised or changed so as to call for different amounts from those for
which they are made out. Various plans have been proposed for this purpose;
but my Invention relates to that class of safety checks and analogous papers
which are prOVided with marginal tables of figures of different denominations,
and which are to be torn through the tables, so as to indicate exactly or approxi·
. mately the amount for which the check or paper is Intended. My Invention
consists in a novel formation of, or arrangement of, the figures In these tables,
whereby the tearing through the tables is facilltated, and a check or paper is
produced which may be more conveniently used, and which will afford greater
security against fraUd."

Although the improvement is easily understood by an examination
of one of the drawings in the patent, it is not oosy to describe it very
succinctly. The following excerpt from the description given by the
complainant's expert states the peculiarities of the improved check:
"The patent shows and describes a check or other paper representing value,

which is provided with one or more compound columns, each composed of two
or more simple columns of figures of different denominations, arranged con-
secutively, the simple columns of each compound column being arranged out
of llne with and one below the other, so that a person wishing to tear off so
much of tbe columns as 1s necessary for designating the amount for whicb
the paper is made out, begins at the top and tears down along one of the
simple columns, then across this simple column at the desired figure, then
down along the next simple column and across the same at the desired figure,
and so on, the paper being torn parallel with the length of the column until
the desired figure Is reached in the simple colnmn, and then tears across the
simple column being always made In one and the same direction, * * *
whereby a stepped end or edge of the paper is produced, and, when the ends
of this stepped line are connected by a straight line this straight line will be
an oblique line from the upper left corner to the lower left corner of the paper.
The torn edge of the paper thus has an offset at each figure that Is used to
designate the value of the paper. * • • There are DO projecting tongues,
flaps, or wings formed on the end of the paper, and the tear is practically con-
tinuous In an oblique line, as no return movements are necessary in tearing
off the paper in the manner I have described."

'rhe s'ingle claim is as follows:
"A check or other paper representing value, provided with a table comprIsing

one or more compound columns, each composed of two or more siJlll)le columns
of figures of dIfferent denominations, the simple columns in each compound
column being arranged out of line with and one below another, substantially
as and for the purpose herein described."
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The defendant corporation is a contractor, which pdnts the well-
known postal money orders for the United States government, and
which contain the identical improvement which is described and
claimed in the complainant's patent. It was, like the revenue stamp
which wa,s the snbject of discnssion in Homster v. Manufacturing (J().,
113 U. s. 59, 5 Sup. Ct. 717, both new and useful, and the material
qnestion is whether it bad the third reqnisite for patentability, and
was the product of inventive skill. The two important devices which
mark the pre-existing state of the art are shown in letters patent
No. 163,462, dated May 18, 1875, to E. Rezean Cook, ·for an improved
railroad ticket, and in English letters patent No. 1,906, dated May 27,
1873, to Frederick Stanfield for an improved means for preventing
fraudulent alterations in bankers' The Cook patent describes
a railroad ticket which has two parallel rows of numbers arranged con-
secutively from the lower end upward. They indicate successive
sums of money between any of which the ticket may be torn off, leav-
ing one portion to inform the proper officer of the amount of fare
received by the conductor. The columns are not arranged out of line
with each other, and one below the other. The Stanfield invention
is shown in 12 different forms. The one shown in Fig. 5 is the near·
est approach to the arrangement of figures described in the patent in
suit. It has a table containing three vertical rows of numerals, each
having the lowest denomination at the bottom and extending upward
in irregular order, the several vertical rows being out of line, and
below each other. The column for thousands is at the bottom of the
check. The following is a representation of No.5:

London, 18
Messrs. . .

P11Y to or Bearer
£1357.
The figures do not advance without a break, the tear begins at the

bottom, and runs back and forth across the columns, so that a series of
protruding tongues or tabs remains on the check after it has been cut
from the stUb; whereas the tear of the Berry check approaches an
oblique line, is swiftly made, and leaves no protruding tongues of
paper.
It will be remembered, as stated in the patent, that at its date,

tables or rows of figures had been placed in consycutive order on the
border of a check,so that the amount for which a check was drawn
could be indicated by punching out the anprDpriate figures. The
Cook ticket and the Stanfield check each arranged the tables so that
the proper figures could be displayed by tearing from the table in-
stead of by punching them out, but in each instance there must be two
or more separate tears which run across the columns in different di-
rections. The needed improvement was a rearrangement of the fig-
ures, so that those which were to be torn away could be torn across
the columns in one direction by a natural oblique movement of the
hand. This was easily done by arranging the columns in the Cook
ticket out .f line with each other, and one below the other, instead of
having the columns in parallel lines,-an idea which Stanfield had
already indicated. The necessary change of the Cook columns was
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not the work of an inventor, but of an intelligent bank or money-order
clerk <Yf ordinary clerical skill, and the rearrangement of old methods
did not call for il'.ventive power. The decree of the circuit court is
affirmed, with cost,s.

HANIFEN T. E. H. GODSHALK CO. et at.
(Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit. January 11, 1898.)

No. 19.
L PATENTS-ANTICIPATION :BY FOREIGN PATENT.

A patent is not anticipated by a prior foreign patent, unless the de-
scriptions or drawings of the latter exhibit a substantial representation
of the invention in such fUll, clear, and exact terms as to enable any per-
son skilled in the art to practice it without the necessity of making ex-
perlments.

.. SAME-ExPERT EVIDENCE.
Mere opinions of experts, unsupported by convincing and satisfactory

reasons, that a patented article may be produced by following the direc-
tions of a foreign patent, will not bind the court against its eWD
judgment.

&. SAME-KNITTED FABRICS-AsTRAKHAN CLOTH.
The Bfwater patent, No. 374,888, for improvement. in knitted fabrlcs,

whereby a cloth is produced having the appearance of Astrakhan cloth,
held not anticipated by the prior Booth British patent, No. 756, of 1881, nor
lShown to be Invalidated by abandonment or prIor use in thill country.
Butler, District Judge, dissenting.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the East-
ern District of Pennsylvania.
This was a suit in equity by John E. Hanifen, trading as John

E. Hanifen & Co., against the E. H. Godshalk Company and E. H.
Godshalk, for alleged infringement of letters patent No. 374,888,
dated December 13, 1887, to Levi Bywater, for improvement in
knitted fabrics, whereby an article is produced having the appear-
ance of looped or Astrakhan cloth. The circuit court held that
the patent was anticipated by the Booth British patent, No. 756,
of 1881, and accordingly dismissed the bill. 78 Fed. 811. The
complainant has appealed.
Joseph Fraley and Wm. P. Preble, Jr., for appellant.
Strawbridge & Taylor and Edmund Wetmore, for appellees.
Before SHIRAS, Circuit Justice, AOHESON, Circuit Judge, and

BUTLER, District Judge. "

AOHESON, Circuit Judge. The Bywater patent in suit is for a
new manufacture, namely, a knitted fabric whose face is matted
and curly, presenting the appearance of Astrakhan cloth. To
produce this knitted fabric, the face yarn must be of mohair or a
?urly, crinkly wool, and the yarn m1,1st be put in in long floats, so that
It will mat and curl, thus imparting to the face of the fabric an
Astrakhan like appearance. 'fhe specification and drawings of
this patent seem to be perfectly intelligible to skilled knitters, giv-
illg them all needed directions. No witness has testified, nor is it


